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Abstract: A unique but central corporate governance problem for professional partnerships (PPs) involves the question how to best secure fidelity to client interests. Securing fidelity to client interests is of paramount importance in professional services because clients suffer from knowledge and information asymmetries in the relationship with their service providers, while this relationship is simultaneously burdened by conflicts of interests that are endemic in professional services. In this study, we conceptualize the relationship between professionals and their clients as an (external) agency problem of PPs, and investigate the influence of (firm-level) organizational practices and (individual level) professional risk propensities on severe client dissatisfaction. Specifically, we model the effects of traditional PP features and practices versus more recently adopted generic organizational features and practices at the firm level, and the individual-level risk propensities resulting from the career stage of professionals, on the number of formal and grounded complaints filed against individual professionals by their clients. Using both survey and archival data obtained from a sample of 2994 lawyers nested in 142 law firms from the jurisdiction of the Amsterdam Bar Association, we document results that both inform and challenge our understanding of the governance of professional partnerships.
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